2/27
BRANDON PACE, FAIA
Principal
Sanders Pace Architecture
Knoxville, TN
In Context
Reception // 6:00pm
Lecture // 6:30-7:30pm
Dixon Gallery & Gardens
Hughes Pavilion

3/27
MATT TRIMBLE
Research + Development
Branch Technology
Chattanooga, TN
Lecture // 3:30-4:30pm
Q&A // 4:30-5:00pm
Department of Architecture Gallery

4/1
BRUCE HERRINGTON
AIA, LEED AP
President
Line Scale Form Architects
Birmingham, AL
Advocacy 101
Tau Sigma Delta / AIA Lecture Series
Jones Hall rm 303
Lecture // 11:30-1:30pm

4/2
WILLIAM R. EUBANKS
Interior Designer
William R. Eubanks Interior Design
Memphis, Palm Beach, New York
William R. Eubanks Distinguished Lecture Series
Reception // 6:00pm
Lecture // 6:30-7:30pm
Pink Palace Museum
Mansion Theater

4/7
LILY YEH
Artist / Philadelphia, PA
Reception // 6:00pm
Lecture // 6:30-7:30pm
UofM University Center
Shelby Room (rm 342)

4/16
MARY ANN UPTON, AIA
Partner / designLAB
Boston, MA
Critical Stewardship: Join the Movement
Reception // 6:00pm
Lecture // 6:30-7:30pm

4/28
ANNE BALLAM
University of Memphis
Memphis, TN
Rothkowitz to Rothko
Surrealist to Color Field
Lecture // 4:00-5:00pm
Department of Architecture Gallery

4/30
PASCALE SABLANT, AIA
Architect / S9 Architecture
New York City, NY
Reception // 6:30pm
Lecture // 6:30-7:30pm